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Immersion Demo Analysis Courtesy of RES:
Technology Now Ready for Widespread
Adoption
RES hosted an immersion container demo
at their Livingston TX fabrication plant
last week. The well‐attended event
provided us with significant data around
overclocking. Analysis suggests immersion
is on the cusp of widespread adoption
based on compelling operating data.
We at BitOoda have collaborated with
RES over the past 24 months on design
and development of a best‐in‐class
immersion solution. We believe that
immersion is going to prove critical for
sustained miner profitability as network
Hashrate increases.
RES’ fully code compliant design has
modular immersion tanks placed under
the floor for easy access, sectional
maintenance and plentiful working area.
Steady chip and fluid in / out operating
temperatures
were
maintained
throughout the multi‐day test by
modulating the flow rate. Inflow
temperature was at a consistent 91F. The
data suggests similar performance is
achievable even under 100‐110F+
ambient conditions.
The setup was 24 96TH/s S19j Pros with
baseline power consumption of 2832W.
Out of the box, one machine had a bad
board, which was disabled. All machines
had their fans disabled and were set up in
a dielectric immersion fluid, drawing a
baseline power of 2700W without the
Please see slide 10 for important disclosures.

fans.
Our analysis uses the current conditions as
a basis for comparison, not factoring in
future Hashrate growth or Bitcoin price
changes. Any changes will affect the
compared alternatives proportionately.
Please refer to our research publications
regarding our Hashrate estimates, and the
BTC price needed to maintain given
revenue economics at various future
Hashrates.
The RES immersion design accommodates
384 rigs; we compare this with a similar
384 rigs in an air‐cooled configuration.
The total capex for immersion is 27%
higher than air‐cooled, at $4.25mm per
container. However, the baseline power is
just 5.7% higher; with a higher ancillary
power requirement partially offset by
lower rig consumption with the fans
removed. Of course, overclocking would
increase the power draw relative to the
baseline.
We believe overall uptime is significantly
better for immersion vs air‐cooled.
Further, immersion uptime is generally
location‐independent, whereas air‐cooled
uptime depends on ambient temperature,
dust, pollen humidity etc. Our analysis
does not factor in intermittency of the
power source, if any.
The “Intermittent Super Overclock” case
generates superior revenue and faster

payback periods. This case cycles between
3 hours of 41% and 1 hour of 29%
overclock sustainably . While revenue
increases ~52% vs the baseline air cooled,
power draw increases at 80%, but labor
costs stay static and other expenses
increase linearly. As a result, daily EBITDA
based on direct expenses, no allocated
overhead, increases by 49%.
The payback period shrinks from 518 days
for air‐cooled to 440 days with
“Intermittent Super Overclock”, including
recovery of both rig and container /
ancillary capex.
Takeaways
• While the capex is higher for
immersion, the ability to sustain a
higher Hashrate through overclocking
results in lower capex per PH/s of
production
• Thus, capital efficiency increases while
also shifting some costs from capex to
opex, leading to a lower capex to opex
ratio and extending the “duration” of
cash expenses, lowering business risk
and improving cash management
• We believe the right, well designed and
code compliant immersion system is
now ready to outperform air‐cooled
systems both operationally and
commercially
• We assess the market is ready to
begin shifting towards widespread
immersion adoption
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Key Takeaways
• While the capex is higher for
immersion, the ability to sustain
a higher Hashrate through
overclocking results in lower
capex per PH/s of production
• Thus,
capital
efficiency
increases while also shifting
some costs from capex to opex,
leading to a lower capex to opex
ratio and extending the
“duration” of cash expenses,
lowering business risk and
improving cash management
• We believe the right, well
designed and code compliant
immersion system is now ready
to
outperform
air‐cooled
systems
• We assess the market is ready
to begin shifting towards
widespread
immersion
adoption
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Immersion Container:
Under‐Floor Immersion
Tanks Keep it Cool

•
•
•
•
•

Immersion Baseline
Immersion 29% OC
Immersion 41% OC

Ambient
Temperature
84 F
84 F
84 F

RES’ demo container has immersion tanks located under the floor for easy
access and plentiful working area
The design is fully compliant with both the US National Electrical Code and
OSHA requirements, with UL rated devices and appropriate overage
calculations built into each component
Steady chip and fluid in / out operating temperatures were maintained
throughout by modulating the flow rate, using a dielectric immersion fluid
Inflow temperature was above ambient, unsurprisingly, at a consistent 91F as
shown in the table below
The data suggests similar performance is achievable even under 100‐110F+
ambient conditions

Chip Temperature
Min
74.0C / 165.2F
71.0C / 159.8F
74.0C / 165.2F

Max
77.0C / 170.6F
75.0C / 167.0F
78.0C / 172.4F

Cooling Capacity
Avg
75.4C / 167.7F
73.2C / 163.8F
73.2C / 163.8F

In
91 F
91 F
91 F

Out
119 F
111 F
111 F

Rigs Immersed in
Under-Floor Tanks

Demo Container
Figure: Demonstration container partially fitted out for easy inspection with operating
temperature ranges
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Flow Rate
0.50
1.00
1.00

Fluid Temperature
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•
•

Immersion
Baseline

Average Power
Consumption
2700 W
3850 W
4620 W

3850 W

126.4 TH/s

9.1%

2700 W

29.1%

115.9 TH/s

89.8 TH/s

Immersion Baseline
Immersion 29% OC
Immersion 41% OC

Average
Hashrate
89.8 TH/s
115.9 TH/s
126.4 TH/s

Immersion 29% Immersion 41%
OC
OC

Average Hashrate

20.0%

Overclock
Percentage
0.0%
29.1%
40.8%

30.1 W
33.2 W
36.5 W

10.4%

10.0%

42.6%

Immersion
Baseline

Immersion 29% Immersion 41%
OC
OC

Avg. Power Consumption

Figure: Device operating parameters under baseline and overclocking conditions
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Watts / TH/s

36.5 W

•

33.2 W

•

The demo was conducted in mid December in Livingston TX, under 84F
ambient conditions, using Bitmain S19j Pro 96T ASIC rigs
The demo first established a baseline Hashrate under immersion conditions
with fans switched off. Notably, all 24 machines in the test came in under the
rated 96 TH/s Hashrate, averaging 89.8 TH/s, with a max of 93.4 TH/s, even
excluding a bad board on one device
They were then run at a sustained ~116 TH/s average, roughly 29% overclock,
as well as at 126.4 TH/s or ~41% intermittent overclock
The 41% “super” overclock is run 3 out of 4 hours to keep within electrical code
– particularly power receptacle and cord current and power ratings
Power consumption increases faster than Hashrate, resulting in a slight loss of
efficiency, which is offset by lower capex, as we will demonstrate

30.1 W

•

4620 W

BitOoda Research

Immersion Parameters:
Overclocking Increases
Hashrate Slower than Power

© 2021 BitOoda Holdings Inc.

Immersion
Baseline

Immersion 29% Immersion 41%
OC
OC

Watts / TH/s
Source: BitOoda, RES
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RES Immersion Container:
Clean Modular Design

•
•
•

The container design features modular design to facilitate easy maintenance
Design features ability to maintain individual sections while leaving the rest of
the container operational
Both the electrical system and the fluid path can be isolated by section as
needed

Inside

Outside

Figure: Container features modular design for easy maintenance one section at a time
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•

Key Assumptions:
$261 Daily Revenue per PH/s
$40 / MWh Power Price

•
•
•

Network
Assumptions

•

BTC Price
Network Target Hashrate
Daily BTC
Daily Revenue / PH/s

$48,900
172.5 EH/s
920 BTC
$260.88

S19jPro
Operating
Assumptions

We use basic network assumptions to base a comparative analysis of air‐cooled
vs immersion, and overclocking vs base Hashrate
All analysis uses the current conditions as a basis for comparison, not factoring
in future Hashrate growth or Bitcoin price changes
Any changes will affect the compared alternatives proportionately
We publish frequently regarding our Hashrate estimates, and the BTC price
needed to maintain given revenue economics at various future Hashrates
Our assumptions include a 5% overhead for miscellaneous pool fees, hedging
costs and other items, which we believes provides an adequate margin of
safety in the model

96.0 TH/s

Rig Price / TH
Power Price per MWh

$80
$40

At-scale Labor Cost per Container-Hour

$10

Pool Fees, Hedging, Other Costs

5.0%

Figure: Operating and network assumptions underpinning comparative analysis
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Immersion vs Air‐Cooled:
Immersion Capex is 27%
More, Power Draw is 6% More

Rig Count
Rig Capex
Container Capex
Total Capex
Baseline Power / Rig
Ancillary Power / Container
Rig Power
Total Power

•
•
•
•

The RES immersion design accommodates 384 rigs; we compare this with a
similar 384 rigs in an air‐cooled configuration
The total capex for immersion is 27% higher than air‐cooled, at $4.25mm per
container
However, the baseline power is just 5.7% higher; with a higher ancillary power
requirement partially offset by lower rig consumption with the fans removed
Of course, overclocking would increase the power draw relative to the
baseline

Air Cooled*
384
$2,949,120
$400,000
$3,349,120
2832 W
50000 W
1087488 W
1.14 MW

Immersion
384
$2,949,120
$1,300,000
$4,249,120
2700 W
165000 W
1036800 W
1.20 MW

+26.9%

+5.7%

* Partial container for comparison to immersion

Installation Metrics
Figure: Capex and power consumption for Immersion container, and for an equivalent
number of rigs in an air‐cooled configuration
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Operating Cases:
Air‐cooled vs Immersion With
Overclocking

•
•
•
•
•
•

Below, we analyze the daily Hashrate produced, factoring in the rig uptime as
well as overclocking
We believe overall uptime is significantly better for immersion vs air‐cooled
Further, immersion uptime is generally location‐independent, whereas air‐
cooled uptime depends on ambient temperature, dust, pollen, humidity etc.
This does not factor in intermittency of the power source, if any
The “Intermittent Super Overclock” case, which cycles between 3 hours of 41%
and 1 hour of 29% overclock sustainably, generates 52% more Hash, and thus
52% more revenue, than the corresponding air‐cooled installation
However, power consumption is higher by 80% as well

Air Cooled

Hashrate Per Machine
Uptime %
Total PH/s
Power Consumption / Rig
Daily Compute Power Consumption
Daily Ancillary Power Consumption
Total Daily Power Consumed

Immersion

Base Case

Base Case

89.8 TH/s
90%
31.0 PH/s
2832 W
23.5 MWh
1.1 MWh
24.6 MWh

89.8 TH/s
99%
34.1 PH/s
2700 W
24.6 MWh
3.9 MWh
28.6 MWh

Continuous
Overclock
115.9 TH/s
99%
44.1 PH/s
3850 W
35.1 MWh
3.9 MWh
39.0 MWh

Super Overclock
126.4 TH/s
75%
36.4 PH/s
4620 W
31.9 MWh
3.0 MWh
34.9 MWh

Imtermittent Super
Overclock
123.8 TH/s
99%
+51.7%
47.1 PH/s
4428 W
40.4 MWh
3.9 MWh
44.3 MWh
+80.4%

Production Metrics
Figure: Daily Hashrate produced and power consumed under different operating scenarios.
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•

Operating Cases:
Overclocking Accelerates
Payback

Based on the foregoing Hash and power consumption discussion, the
“Intermittent Super Overclock” case generates superior revenue and faster
payback periods
While revenue increases ~52% vs the baseline air cooled, power draw increases
at 80%, but labor costs stay static and other expenses increase linearly
As a result, daily EBITDA based on direct expenses with no allocated overhead,
increases by 49%
The payback period shrinks from 518 days for air‐cooled to 440 days,
including recovery of both rig and container / ancillary capex

•
•
•

at current economics

Air Cooled

Daily Revenue
Power Expense @$40/MWh
Labor Expense @$10/MWh
Pool& Other Expenses @ 5%
Daily Direct EBITDA
Total Capex
Days to Recover Capex

Base Case

Air Cooled

Base Case

$8,093
($983)
($240)
($405)
$6,466
$3,349,120
518 Days

$8,903
($1,142)
($240)
($445)
$7,075
$4,249,120
601 Days

Continuous
Overclock

Super
Overclock

Super Overclock
$9,497
($1,396)
($240)
($475)
$7,386
$4,249,120
575 Days

601 Days

Imtermittent
Super
Overclock

Immersion

Base Case

Air Cooled

Daily Revenue

Figure: Daily revenue and expenses for each scenario at current network economics
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Continuous
Overclock
$11,494
($1,562)
($240)
($575)
$9,118
$4,249,120
466 Days

518 Days

$9,497

$8,903

Base Case

Base Case

$12,276

$11,494
$8,093

Immersion

© 2021 BitOoda Holdings Inc.

Imtermittent Super
Overclock
$12,276
($1,773)
($240)
($614)
$9,650
$4,249,120
440 Days

575 Days
466 Days

Base Case

Continuous
Overclock

440 Days

Super
Overclock

Imtermittent
Super
Overclock

Immersion

Project Payback Period
Source: BitOoda, RES
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Conclusion:
Overclocked Immersion Ready
for Widespread Adoption

•
•
•
•
•

While the capex is higher for immersion, the ability to sustain a higher
Hashrate through overclocking results in lower capex per PH/s of production
Over the payback period, total opex with overclocking is also lower, owing to
the shorter recovery time
Thus, capital efficiency increases while shifting some costs from capex to opex,
leading to a lower capex to opex ratio and extending the “duration” of cash
expenses, lowering business risk and improving cash management and IRRs
We believe a well designed and code compliant immersion system is now ready
to outperform air‐cooled systems both operationally and commercially
We assess the market is ready to begin shifting towards widespread
immersion adoption

Per PH/s Results
Air Cooled

Capex per PH/s
Daily Opex / PH/s
Total Opex over Recovery Period
Capex / Opex ratio
$124,513
$107,954

Immersion

Base Case

Base Case

$107,954
$52
$27,172
4.0x

$124,513
$54
$32,158
3.9x

Super Overclock
$116,715
$58
$33,357
3.5x

Imtermittent Super
Overclock
$90,298
$56
$24,578
3.7x

4.0x

$116,715
$96,440

Continuous
Overclock
$96,440
$54
$25,138
3.8x

3.9x

$90,298

3.8x
3.7x
3.5x

Base Case

Air Cooled

Base Case

Continuous
Overclock

Super
Overclock

Imtermittent
Super
Overclock

Immersion

Base Case

Air Cooled

Total Capex per Effective PH/s

Continuous
Overclock

Super
Overclock

Imtermittent
Super
Overclock

Immersion

Capex as Multiple of Opex over Payback Period

Figure: Capex and operating expenses per effective PH/s of capacity over the payback periods
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Disclosures
Purpose

General Disclosures

This research is only for the clients of BitOoda.
This research is not intended to constitute an
offer, solicitation, or invitation for any securities
and may not be distributed into jurisdictions
where it is unlawful to do so. For additional
disclosures and information, please contact a
BitOoda representative at info@bitooda.io.

Any information (“Information”) provided by
BitOoda Holdings, LLC, BitOoda Digital, LLC,
BitOoda
Technologies,
LLC
or
Ooda
Commodities, LLC and its affiliated or related
companies (collectively, “BitOoda”), either in this
publication or document, in any other
communication,
or
on
or
through http://www.bitooda.io/, including any
information regarding proposed transactions or
trading strategies, is for informational purposes
only and is provided without charge. BitOoda is
not and does not act as a fiduciary or adviser, or
in any similar capacity, in providing the
Information, and the Information may not be
relied upon as investment, financial, legal, tax,
regulatory, or any other type of advice. The
Information is being distributed as part of
BitOoda’s sales and marketing efforts as an
introducing broker and is incidental to its
business as such. BitOoda seeks to earn
execution fees when its clients execute
transactions
using
its
brokerage
services. BitOoda makes no representations or
warranties (express or implied) regarding, nor
shall it have any responsibility or liability for the
accuracy, adequacy, timeliness or completeness
of, the Information, and no representation is
made or is to be implied that the Information
will remain unchanged. BitOoda undertakes no
duty to amend, correct, update, or otherwise
supplement the Information.

Analyst Certification
Sam Doctor, the research analyst denoted by an
“AC” on the cover of this report, hereby certifies
that all of the views expressed in this report
accurately reflect his personal views, which have
not been influenced by considerations of the
firm’s business or client relationships.
Conflicts of Interest
This research contains the views, opinions, and
recommendations of BitOoda. This report is
intended for research and educational purposes
only. We are not compensated in any way based
upon any specific view or recommendation.

The Information has not been prepared or
tailored to address, and may not be suitable or
appropriate for the particular financial needs,
circumstances or requirements of any person,
and it should not be the basis for making any
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investment or transaction decision.
The
Information is not a recommendation to engage
in any transaction. The digital asset industry is
subject to a range of inherent risks, including but
not limited to: price volatility, limited liquidity,
limited and incomplete information regarding
certain instruments, products, or digital assets,
and a still emerging and evolving regulatory
environment. The past performance of any
instruments, products or digital assets addressed
in the Information is not a guide to future
performance, nor is it a reliable indicator of
future results or performance.
Ooda Commodities, LLC is a member of NFA and
is subject to NFA’s regulatory oversight and
examinations. However, you should be aware
that NFA does not have regulatory oversight
authority over underlying or spot virtual
currency products or transactions or virtual
currency exchanges, custodians or markets.
BitOoda Technologies, LLC is a member of FINRA.
“BitOoda”, “BitOoda Difficulty”, “BitOoda Hash”,
“BitOoda Compute”, and the BitOoda logo are
trademarks of BitOoda Holdings, Inc.
Copyright 2021 BitOoda Holdings, Inc. All rights
reserved. No part of this material may be
reprinted, redistributed, or sold without prior
written consent of BitOoda.

